
OCEAN FRIEND CHALLENGE
Continue learning about the ocean after your visit at 
www.ocean.si.edu.

 Look for connections between your life and the ocean. 
You don’t need to live near the ocean to do this!

 Find out how your actions are affecting the ocean’s health.

 Share what you learned at the Sant Ocean Hall with others. 
Encourage them to visit the National Museum of Natural 

History or www.ocean.si.edu to experience 
the Hall for themselves. 

        Register and print your  
Ocean Friend certificate at       
www.ocean.si.edu/oceanfriend.

AN OCEAN FRIEND
 IS...

Interested in  
the ocean.
Eager to learn about  
its importance.
Aware of threats 
to its health.
Willing to make lifestyle  
changes to protect it.
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LET’S GET STARTED! WELCOME TO THE 
SANT OCEAN HALL

Pick a place in the exhibition 
that interests you.

Take the  
OCEAN FRIEND CHALLENGE
See the back for details.

Use the questions on the 
inside map as you navigate 

the Sant Ocean Hall.

There’s a lot to experience, 
so take your time.

Explore the Hall. 
Make observations. 

Ask questions. 

Observations that lead to questions are  
often the starting point for scientists!

MAP
INSIDE



Tree of Life
What surprises you
most about what  

lives in the ocean?

Journey 
through Time
What can fossils

teach you about the
history of the ocean?

Exploring 
the Ocean

What would you  
like to investigate  
about the ocean?

Native North  
Pacific Cultures

What artifact would you 
make to show what the 
ocean means to you?
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HUMAN 
CONNECTIONS

KID
 FRIENDLY

OPEN OCEAN

DEEP OCEANEXPLORATION

 MAIN ENTRANCE

SHORES & SHALLOWS

LIVINGON ANOCEANPLANET

JOURNEYTHROUGHTIME OCEANEXPLORERTHEATER

POLES

OCEANTODAY GLOBALSYSTEMS

NAVIGATING THE SANT OCEAN HALL!

Collections
What’s the strangest,
biggest or smallest
specimen you see?

Made possible through the  
Sant Ocean Hall Endowment Fund

Ocean Habitats
How have animals 
and plants adapted 
to their habitats?

Ocean Today
and Global Systems 

How does the ocean 
affect our climate

& weather? Plankton Powered
Find out how 

phytoplankton is  
important to you. 

HOW
DO WE

KNOW?

Living on 
an Ocean Planet 

What ocean issues and threats
are you most concerned about? 
Write down 3 things you can 

do to help.


